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Edgard Bonilla, Isaac Aguilar, Brian Lantz 
LIGO-G2301534,  Aug 24, 2023

see also technical note T2300281

Following up on meeting in Jan. 2020  
w/ Paul Earle, Grace Johns,  Anne Baer

(also help from Scott Reid & Ryan Fisher)

Simple Earthquake Early Warning for 
surface waves from teleseismic events 

https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-T2300281
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TL; DR
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• We have built a EEW “picket fence” for LIGO using existing sensors 
around each LIGO detector to measure the amplitude of incoming surface 
waves from teleseismic earthquakes.

• LIGO is doing new astronomy - looking for mergers of compact objects 
like black holes and neutron stars.

• The ~50 mHz motion is the largest source of known downtime for the 
detectors, we have developed the “EQ mode”, a special control mode to 
help maintain operation as surface waves pass detectors.

• We’d like to turn on the EQ mode before the wave arrives, so we need less 
than ~50 seconds of latency from the sensors.

• Current latency of the public IRIS seedlink server is more than this, and 
our alerts are late.

• PNSN has given us access to a special server with latency of about 10 
seconds. 

• Can you help us get that for US, IU and CN network sensors?
• Also, I have some basic questions about earthquakes and sensor networks.
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map of the fence
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LIGO-T2200408–v1

Figure 1: Picket stations around the Hanford, WA (LHO) and Livingston, LA (LLO) ob-
servatories. The solid green lines represent the zero-latency warning lines of the stations for
incoming waves on a specific direction from the center of the map.

USA) stations to the south of LLO due to the Gulf of Mexico not having any seismometers
we could access.

Ideally, the picket stations must be located as close to the observatories as possible so the
streamed data is accurately predicts true motion at the LIGO sites. For early warning
puropses, the picket fence must also provide 50 seconds of warning time before the Rayleigh
waves of an earthquake arrive at the sites (20 seconds to capture one period of the Rayleigh
waves to trigger EQ mode, plus 30 seconds to allow the controls transients to settle). Increas-
ing the e↵ective radius of the picket fence can allow for earlier, but less accurate earthquake
warnings. This tradeo↵ determines the usefulness of the picket fence.

3.3 Latency

The travel time for Rayleigh waves between a picket station 400 km away and the LIGO
observatories is around 100 seconds. To achieve the desired 50 second warning time we need
the data travel time to be less than (100-50) = 50 seconds. This condition would guarantee
the e↵ectiveness of the picket fence as an early warning system for teleseismic events.

The tradeo↵ is further complicated when we consider the latency of the sensor data stream.
The relevant figure of merit is the data travel time, defined as the time di↵erence between
data acquisition by a remote sensor and data delivery to the LIGO sites. Ideally, the data
travel time is shorter than the time it takes for surface waves to travel between the boundary
of the picket fence and the observatories. Figure 2 shows the distribution of time di↵erences
between data acquisition by a remote sensor and data delivery to the LIGO sites for the
current picket stations. The typical 95th percentile data travel time for a station is around
75 seconds. We see that only 60% of datapoints arrive with a latency lower than the 50 second
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Possible sensors & events
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Red lines are in the direction “interesting” events - i.e. the local amplitude is in 
the range where we would make decisions based on the data from the fence.
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LSC
What is a Gravitational Wave?
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Photograph by Orren Jack Turner,  
Library of Congress digital ID cph.3b46036.

Albert Einstein

 Predicted by Einstein in 1916 as part of GR.
 “Spacetime tells matter how to move,  
     matter tells spacetime how to curve”

 - J. A. Wheeler
 There are traveling wave solutions, the 
waves propagate at the speed of light.



http://mediaassets.caltech.edu/gwave

Simulation of the event
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Since the first detection 
• Nearly 100 confident detections in the first 3 observing runs
• 32 more “significant candidates” so far in O4 (started in May)
• Significantly expanding our understanding of black holes 
    and neutron stars
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The LIGO concept
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The LIGO concept
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It’s sort of like this,
except spacetime is stretching, 

and the mirrors don’t move.
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The LIGO concept 
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Gravitational waves are hard to 
measure because space doesn’t like to 
stretch.

Our signal strain (h) = 10-21,  
   dL = 4*10-18 meters

(that’s why it’s taken so long, 
   Einstein 1916, Weiss 1973)
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The LIGO concept 
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Arms are resonant “optical cavities” to 
enhance the optical performance 
 - which means -  
Length and angle are tightly controlled.

Active controls hold the rms length of 
the arms stable to 
 ~ 1e-13 meters, and  
 ~ 1e-9 radians.

Isolation at low frequency to reduce the 
actuation forces on the mirrors.



stage 1
support - stage 0

optics table - stage 2 

Trillium 240
A very broadband low noise seismometer, the newest member 
of the Trillium family has a response flat to velocity from 240 
seconds to 35 Hz. This exceptionally quiet seismometer is ideal
for portable and fixed network applications.

Benefits
➤ Very broadband performance from a portable low power

seismometer
➤ A Web browser interface eliminates the need for a breakout box
➤ Onboard factory calibration data,accessible via browser interface
➤ Low power consumption,advantageous for remote installations
➤ Switchable XYZ/UVW output to provide independent calibration

of sensor axes
➤ Simple operation with no mass lock and fast “one-touch”mass

centering
➤ Base-mounted connector simplifies installation 

Trillium40
Rugged three-component broadband seismo-

meter specifically designed for local and regional 
seismic studies. Very low power consumption and 

stable operation over a wide temperature range 
make the Trillium 40 ideal for a broad range of 

applications including short to medium term 
portable experiments and aftershock studies.

Benefits
➤ Stable over a wide temperature range 

without re-centering
➤ Field proven with no mass lock to forget 

when shipping
➤ Extremely low power consumption

advantageous for portable applications

250  HERZBERG RD,  KANATA,  ONTARIO,  CANADA K2K 2A1
613-592 -6776     FAX  613 -592 -5929
EMAIL in fo@nanome t r i c s . c a    www.nanome t r i c s . ca

Technical Specifications - Trillium 240  Specifications subject to change without notice.

Technical Specifications - Trillium 40 Specifications subject to change without notice.

➤ Technology
Topology ...................Symmetric triaxial
Feedback...................Force balance with capacitive transducer
Mass centering ........Automatic mechanical re-centering,

can be remotely initiated
Leveling .....................Integrated bubble level,

adjustable locking leveling feet
Alignment .................Vertical scribe marks for E and W;

holes for 5/16" alignment rod for N and S

➤ Performance
Instrument Noise ...See graph
Passband ...................240 seconds to 35Hz
Clip level ...................16mm/s up to 10Hz
Temperature ............±10°C without re-centering
Sensitivity..................1200V.s/m standard sensitivity

Consult factory for other options

➤ Analog Interface
Velocity output........40V peak-to-peak differential

Selectable XYZ or UVW mode
Mass position...........Three independent voltage outputs
Mass centering ........Single 5V active-high control
Calibration ...............Single voltage input with one active-high control 

signal per channel; remote calibration in XYZ or
UVW

➤ Digital Interface
Type ...........................Serial interface for state-of-health, command and

control.
Access to:.................Mass position display

Mass center command
UVW/XYZ mode command 

......................................Long/short period mode command
Temperature: current and min/max since reset
Stepper motor position: current and min/max since reset
Factory calibration data
Instrument ID information

➤ Power
Supply voltage..........9 to 36V DC, <1W typical
Protection ................Reverse voltage protected
....................................Auto-resettable over-current protection

No fuse
Connector................19 pin MIL-C-28642, mounted on base

➤ Physical
Diameter ..................25 cm
Height........................26.5 cm without leveling feet
....................................28.6 cm with leveling feet at minimum extension
....................................29.5 cm with leveling feet at maximum extension
Weight.......................14 kg

➤ Environmental
Operating. ................-20°C to +50°C
Humidity ...................0 to 100%
Parasitic resonance ....None, DC to 200Hz
Shock.........................20g half sine, 5ms without damage, 6 axes

➤ Technology
Topology ...................Symmetric triaxial
Feedback...................Force balance with capacitive transducer
Mass centering ........Operates over full temperature range without man-

ual recentering; manual centering control included
Leveling .....................Integrated bubble level, adjustable locking leveling feet
Alignment .................Vertical scribe marks for N and S; holes for 3/8"

alignment rod for E and W

➤ Performance
Noise .........................Below NLNM from 20s to 5Hz
Passband ...................Flat from 40 seconds to 50Hz
Sensitivity..................1500V.s/m standard sensitivity

Consult factory for other options
Temperature ............±35°C without re-centering

➤ Analog Interface
Velocity output........16V peak-to-peak differential
....................................Selectable XYZ or UVW mode
Mass position...........Three independent voltage outputs
Calibration ...............Single voltage input with one active-low control 

signal per channel; remote calibration in XYZ or
UVW

➤ Power
Supply voltage..........9 to 36V DC, 0.4W typical 
Protection ................Reverse voltage protected
....................................Auto-resettable over-current protection

No fuse
Connector................19pin MIL-C-28642, mounted on top

➤ Physical
Diameter ..................22cm
Height........................18cm
Operating temp.......-20°C to +50°C
Humidity ...................0 to 100%
Parasitic resonance ....None, DC to 200Hz
Shock.........................20 g half sine, 5ms without damage, 6 axes
Weight.......................11kg

Tables use active control to 
isolate from 0.1 to ~10 Hz.
Usually isolating against 
secondary microseism without 
getting corrupted by tilt.
(rotation sensor not shown)
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Why do we care about 
earthquakes?
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• During the previous observing run (O3), earthquakes were the “known” 
largest source of lockloss (24%). 

• Uptime ~ 78% for each site, 6? double
• Surface waves are lower frequency than our typical isolation band,  

but active control means that we can retune system during earthquakes.

Lockloss classification

-SEI 38% [earthquakes (24.1%), wind (2.2%), trains/ 
anthropogenic noise (8%), useism (3.6%)]

-Unknown 34.3%

-Human 15.3%  (tuesday maintenance, error, 
commissioning)

-CDS 10.2% (power outage 2.2%, electronics 
failure/computer lock-up 8%]

-Facilities 2.2% [temperature issue]

4data from LLO lockloss spreadsheet  Arnaud Pele, G1901122
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Picket Fence Info
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• We use an “earthquake mode” to get better 50 mHz performance, and we 
turn it on based on Seismon (thanks Paul!) and local measurements.

• EQ mode works better if turned on 
   ~30 seconds before the surface waves arrive.

• But only if the local amplitude is > 500 nm/sec

• General Specs:
• Amplitude accuracy within 2x
• 30 seconds to engage the EQ mode once we have a good warning
• Very reliable, so we can engage automatic response 

• Trying a “Picket Fence” EEW system to measure incoming signals
• close enough to have accurate amplitudes
• Is 20 seconds enough to confirm it’s a surface wave?
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Surface waves & LIGO
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LLO Detector performance

3 days in early O4 at Livingston Detector (June 24-26, 2023)

Peak vertical velocity in EQ band (30-100 mHz)

0.5 um/sec

4 um/sec
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Surface waves & LIGO
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LLO Detector performance

3 days in early O4 at Livingston Detector (June 24-26, 2023)

wind

0.5 um/sec

4 um/sec

switch on these but not these

lock-loss
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back to the fence
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Figure 1: Picket stations around the Hanford, WA (LHO) and Livingston, LA (LLO) ob-
servatories. The solid green lines represent the zero-latency warning lines of the stations for
incoming waves on a specific direction from the center of the map.

USA) stations to the south of LLO due to the Gulf of Mexico not having any seismometers
we could access.

Ideally, the picket stations must be located as close to the observatories as possible so the
streamed data is accurately predicts true motion at the LIGO sites. For early warning
puropses, the picket fence must also provide 50 seconds of warning time before the Rayleigh
waves of an earthquake arrive at the sites (20 seconds to capture one period of the Rayleigh
waves to trigger EQ mode, plus 30 seconds to allow the controls transients to settle). Increas-
ing the e↵ective radius of the picket fence can allow for earlier, but less accurate earthquake
warnings. This tradeo↵ determines the usefulness of the picket fence.

3.3 Latency

The travel time for Rayleigh waves between a picket station 400 km away and the LIGO
observatories is around 100 seconds. To achieve the desired 50 second warning time we need
the data travel time to be less than (100-50) = 50 seconds. This condition would guarantee
the e↵ectiveness of the picket fence as an early warning system for teleseismic events.

The tradeo↵ is further complicated when we consider the latency of the sensor data stream.
The relevant figure of merit is the data travel time, defined as the time di↵erence between
data acquisition by a remote sensor and data delivery to the LIGO sites. Ideally, the data
travel time is shorter than the time it takes for surface waves to travel between the boundary
of the picket fence and the observatories. Figure 2 shows the distribution of time di↵erences
between data acquisition by a remote sensor and data delivery to the LIGO sites for the
current picket stations. The typical 95th percentile data travel time for a station is around
75 seconds. We see that only 60% of datapoints arrive with a latency lower than the 50 second
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Earthquakes
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Blue trace is from a USGS station about 300 km closer to the 
EQ event than LHO is.  This could be a good monitoring point 
and gives up to 75 seconds of warning. Potentially useful if you 

know an event is coming, but you’re not sure how big it is.

SEI log 1542

https://alog.ligo-la.caltech.edu/SEI/index.php?callRep=1542
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Latency of PNSN vs IRIS

21Edgard Bonilla https://alog.ligo-la.caltech.edu/SEI/index.php?callRep=2266

special thanks to Dr. Renate Hartog, UW

Cumulative Latency for Various Stations/ Networks 

Timing:  100 sec (400km) -  30 sec (turn on) - 20 sec (ID) = 50 sec.
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Technical notes
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•Using ObsPy for all the data collection & processing
•Using seedlink client
•Building our stream with traces from 2 servers
•Using a modified version of seedlink plotter,  
likely to change this so we can have 1 machine 
connecting to the servers, and several plotters runnings
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•Can we get < 50 sec latency for US, IU, and CN 
(Canadian) networks?

•How do we pick “quiet” stations?  
  (low microseism, low anthropogenic noise)  
  Trying to not do fancy analysis

•What about weird glitches? 
   (CN station had a fast glitch 1/day)
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More questions
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•Why do the surface waves look so different as time 
progresses (multi-path scattering & interference?)

•Are there sensors in the Gulf of Mexico?
•Sometimes we see events on the fence before we get an 
alert - is NEIC working to change this? I don’t want 
LIGO to try and make an EEW system (but, physicists…)

•How different are the Vertical vs. Horizontal motion in 
the surface waves?

•There is 1 LIGO sensor in the UW network, who to 
talk to about getting LLO sensors added? and rotation 
sensors?
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More questions
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•For close events (particularly Mexico) the fence is not 
good. How likely are other predictors able to deal with 
this?

•How different are the Vertical vs. Horizontal motion in 
the surface waves?

•Who is the person who does the Earthscope page?
•How do you ID P, S, and surface waves?
•Who is the person who does the Earthscope page?
•How do you ID P, S, and surface waves?
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Lockloss classification

-SEI 38% [earthquakes (24.1%), wind (2.2%), trains/ 
anthropogenic noise (8%), useism (3.6%)]

-Unknown 34.3%

-Human 15.3%  (tuesday maintenance, error, 
commissioning)

-CDS 10.2% (power outage 2.2%, electronics 
failure/computer lock-up 8%]

-Facilities 2.2% [temperature issue]

4data from LLO lockloss spreadsheet  

Arnaud Pele, G1901122

Earthquakes are #1 source 
of known lockloss


